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Abstract: We report a dual-wavelength passive mode locking regime where
picosecond pulses are generated from both ground (λ = 1263nm) and
excited state transitions (λ = 1180nm), in a GaAs-based monolithic twosection quantum-dot laser. Moreover, these results are reproduced by
numerical simulations which provide a better insight on the dualwavelength mode-locked operation.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, mode-locked quantum-dot (QD) lasers have shown great promise as compact
ultrashort-pulse laser sources [1], due the useful combination of ultrafast absorption recovery
with the possibility of broad gain/absorption bandwidth and low threshold current values.
Furthermore, QD materials exhibit a set of discrete energy levels, and as such laser emission
can occur via ground-state (GS), excited-state (ES) or via both GS and ES transitions
simultaneously [2]. Exploiting this potential in ultrashort-pulse generation, we have
previously reported the first demonstration of mode-locking via ground or excited state
transitions in a quantum-dot laser [3,4]. Nevertheless, the GS mode-locking regime did not
coexist with the ES regime, and it was necessary to change the bias conditions (gain current
and absorber reverse bias) in order to switch between one mode-locking regime and the other.
More recently, dual-wavelength mode-locking was reported for a single-section InP-based QD
laser diode, with pulses being generated simultaneously at 1543 and 1571nm [5]. However,
these spectral bands are not ascribed to the ES/GS transitions – the authors point out the
hypothesis that the energy-level splitting corresponds to the Rabi oscillation frequency.
Furthermore, due to the absence of a saturable absorber section or external mode-locking
stimulus, the mechanism for the pulse generation in this single-section laser is not yet fully
understood.
Dual-wavelength mode-locked laser sources have been traditionally developed and
investigated with other solid-state materials, most notably in Ti:Sapphire [6,7], fiber [8] and
most recently, ceramic lasers [9]. Research in this area has been motivated by the variety of
applications for dual- and multiple-wavelength ultrashort pulses, such as time-domain
spectroscopy, nonlinear optical frequency conversion and wavelength division multiplexing.
In this context, the compactness, lower cost and direct electrical pumping associated with
semiconductor lasers are very attractive features for reducing the footprint and complexity of
the aforementioned applications, with the potential to also open up new avenues in ultrafast
optical processing and optical interconnects.
In this paper, we report a dual-wavelength passive mode-locking regime where pulses are
generated from both GS (λ = 1263nm) and ES (λ = 1180nm) transitions, from a two-section
QD laser diode - the widest spectral separation (83nm) ever observed in a dual-wavelength
mode-locked non-vibronic laser [6]. We also present numerical simulations obtained by
means of a theoretical model based on the delay differential equation approximation, which
are in good qualitative agreement with the above behavior.
2. Device structure and experimental setup
The QD structure used in the laser device was grown by molecular beam epitaxy on a GaAs
substrate. The active region incorporated 5 layers of InAs QDs. A two-section QD laser diode
was fabricated with a ridge waveguide 6µm wide, a total length of 2mm, while the saturable
absorber was 300µm long, and was located near the back facet. The front and back facets
were anti-reflection (~3%) and high-reflection (~95%) coated, respectively.
The laser was operated at room temperature (20°C), with its temperature
thermoelectrically controlled via a Peltier cooler. The gain section was pumped with a lownoise current source and the absorber section was connected to a voltage source. The
threshold current increased between 48mA and 180mA for reverse bias voltage values
between 2V and 10V, while the slope efficiency decreased from 0.35mW/mA to 0.24mW/mA
for the same voltage range. The pulse durations in both GS and ES spectral bands were
measured by a non-collinear autocorrelator based on second-harmonic generation. The
spectral characteristics were measured by a spectrometer and mode-locking performance was
further investigated with an RF spectrum analyzer in combination with a high-speed 29GHz
photodiode.
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3. Experimental results and discussion
The dual-wavelength mode locking regime was obtained for current levels in the gain section
between 330 and 430mA, and values of reverse bias between 6 and 10V in the saturable
absorber section. A map depicting the different mode-locking regimes is represented in Fig. 1.
It is noteworthy to point out that mode-locking involving solely the ES transition is observed
both before and after the dual-wavelength mode-locking regime.

Fig. 1. Mapping of the different operating regimes observed in this laser. The dashed region
corresponds to the dual-wavelength mode-locking regime here described (GSML + ESML).
Legend: GSML – ground-state mode-locking; ESML – excited-state mode-locking; GSCW ground-state continuous wave operation.

The central emission wavelengths were 1180nm and 1263nm for ES and GS, respectively
[Fig. 2(a)]. Due to the different refractive index for the two wavelengths, this spectral
separation was translated into a difference in pulse repetition rates for ES and GS, which were
19.6GHz and 20.1GHz respectively [Fig. 2(b)].

Fig. 2. (a) Optical spectrum and (b) RF spectrum characteristic of the dual-wavelength modelocked regime, for a reverse bias of 6V and an injection current of 425mA (the red line in a)
depicts the Gaussian fit to the ES and GS spectral bands). In the RF spectrum, the observed
power difference between GS and ES is a result of the different optical power level and pulse
duration for each of the pulse trains, as elucidated in the text.

In Fig. 3, the autocorrelation traces obtained for the ES and GS are shown, evidencing
pulse durations of 8.6ps for the ES and 5.9ps for the GS bands, obtained for a reverse bias of
6V and an injection current of 425mA. The pulses were both highly chirped, exhibiting timebandwidth products (TBWP) of 6.7 for the GS and 9 for the ES. These pulse durations and
TBWPs are similar to those previously observed in separate GS/ES mode-locking [4,10].
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Fig. 3. Autocorrelation traces for (a) pulses generated via GS mode-locking; (b) pulses
generated via ES mode-locking (for a reverse bias of 6V and an injection current of 425mA).

It is important to stress that, although not equal, the average power was of the same order
for GS and ES (in the range of ~20-30mW), which we believe to be an important factor in
achieving a stable pulsed operation for both, owing to the dynamics of absorption saturation in
a passively mode-locked laser. For instance, under the bias conditions examined in Figs. 2 and
3, the average power for the GS was PGS = 21.3 mW and for the ES was PES = 32.1 mW. The
difference of ~10dB between the GS and ES peaks, as shown in the RF spectrum [Fig. 2(b)],
can be accounted for as follows. According to the Fourier analysis properties of a Gaussian
pulse train, the amplitude of its Fourier transform depends on both the power of the pulse, as
well as its duration - the broader the pulse, the higher the RF peak. The power ratio between
ES and GS corresponds to PES/PGS = 1.5, while the pulses generated via the ES are broader by
a factor of 1.46 than the GS pulses, for the same conditions. As such, the amplitude of the
Fourier transform for the ES will be ~2.2 times higher (~3.5 dB difference) than that
corresponding to the GS, which can justify a difference of approximately ~7 dB (the double)
in the electrical power spectrum. Importantly, a difference of ~8dB is also obtained from the
numerical simulations as depicted in Fig. 5(b) on the next section, corresponding to the pulses
represented in Fig. 5(a) (in the figure, the pulses are shown normalized). The remaining
difference between the experimental observation (~10 dB) and the above calculations (~7 dB),
can be due to experimental conditions, such as variations in the average power, the RF
spectrum analyser settings and its characteristic frequency response (flatness).
4. Theoretical model and numerical simulations
The theoretical model proposed in the paper is based on the delay differential equation
approximation and aims to predict the basic operating behavior of a GaAs-based monolithic
two-section quantum-dot laser. The particular goal was to highlight the underlying physical
mechanisms that govern the dual-wavelength mode-locked operation. The equations have
been previously reported in the literature, but it is the first time to our knowledge that they are
combined in a single model that takes into account both GS and ES emission with individual
delay equation for each state.
The theoretical analysis is focused on the dual-wavelength mode-locked operation
observed in the experiments as well as the clarification of the underlying physical mechanisms
which control this operating regime. Furthermore, the different operation regimes are
reproduced by the model and briefly reported in this paper. The numerical model is based on
the delay differential equation approximation [11] to describe the cavity effects enhanced with
multipopulation rate equations to account for the dynamics of quantum dot material [12]. An
active (gain) and a passive (absorber) sections as well as a bandwidth limiting element are
included. Moreover, a ring-cavity geometry with unidirectional operation is assumed. The
evolution of the fields in the gain and absorbing sections follows the delay equation [11]:
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∂An (t ) κ (1+ iα g ) Lg g (t −τ d )/ 2 + (1+iα q ) Lq q (t −τ d )/ 2
1
=
e
An (t − τ d ) −
An (t )
τp
τp
∂t

(1)

where An(t) is the slow envelope of the field for state n (GS, ES). g and q are the gain and
absorbing coefficients for the active and passive section respectively, αg and αq are the
corresponding linewidth enhancement factors, and Lg and Lq, are the corresponding round trip
propagation lengths in the gain and absorbing section, respectively. Moreover, τd is the roundtrip delay time of the cavity, κ is the round-trip attenuation factor and τp−1 is the bandwidth of
the bandwidth limiting element.
The quantum dot model describes the dot energy distribution with a multi-population rate
equation set, accounting only for the electron dynamics (excitonic representation) [12]. The
model includes three energy states, the wetting layer (WL) which is the common carrier
reservoir, the excited state which captures the electrons from WL and the ground state. The
carrier density rate equations for each state of the gain section are:
∂nWL (t )
nj
nWL
n
I
=
+ ∑ ES − mean
− WL
∂t
eV
τ
τ
τ WL − ES
j
ES −WL
spon ,WL

(2)

∂nESj (t ) G j nWL
nj
nj
nj
nj
2
= j
+ j GS − ES − j ES − ES − vg g ESj AES (t )
∂t
τ WL − ES τ GS − ES τ ES −WL τ ES −GS τ spon , ES

(3)

j
nj
nj
nj
(t )
∂nGS
2
j
= j ES − j GS − GS − vg gGS
AGS (t )
∂t
τ
τ ES −GS τ GS − ES
spon , GS

(4)

j
where nWL (t ) is the carrier density of the wetting layer, and nESj , nGS
are the carrier density of
j
the j-th dot group for the excited and ground state, respectively; g ESj and gGS
are the
j
corresponding gain coefficients. τ ESj − GS and τ GS
− ES are the the j-th dot group characteristic
times for the electron transition from excite to ground state and from ground to excited state,
mean
j
respectively; τ WL
− ES , τ WL − ES , τ ES −WL are the carrier capture and escape time, respectively, for
the transition between the wetting layer and the dots [13]. The spontaneous emission rates are
calculated through the carrier lifetime for each state: τ spon ,WL , τ spon , ES and τ spon ,GS . The

transition times from state n1 to n2 depend on the state occupation probability Pnj , and they
are calculated by τ nj1− n 2 = τ n01− n 2 / (1 − Pnj2 ) [13]. Finally, V is the active region volume and I is
the injected current. Similar expressions to (2) – (4) stand for the absorbing section as well,
enhanced by additional sweep-out terms (as in [14]) in order to take into account the
dependence of the absorber dynamics on the applied negative voltage due to thermionic and
tunneling carrier escape mechanisms.
The gain (and similarly the absorption) coefficient for the state n and for the dot group j at
the frequency ω is given by [12]:
g nj (t , ω ) = Fg

Dn
ℏωnj

(2 Pnj − 1)G j (ωnj ) Lnj (ω )

(5)

where the coefficient Fg includes the volume quantum dot density, the transition matrix
element and constants. Dn is the degeneracy of the state, ωnj is the central frequency if the j-th
dot group for state n. The term G j (ωnj ) accounts for inhomogeneous broadening of the gain
due to the dot size fluctuation and it is described by a Gaussian distribution [13]; the
homogeneous broadening of the gain is assumed to be a Lorentzian distribution and it is
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described
j

by Lnj (ω )

j
n

vol
D

[12].
j

j
n

Pnj

is

the

state

occupation

probability

given

by:

vol
D

Pn = n / (2 Dn N G (ω )) [12] where N
is the volume dot density. The total
gain/absorption coefficient in (1) is given by the summation over all quantum dot groups and
states. The values of the most significant parameters are given below. The spontaneous
recombination times are τ spon ,WL = 5 ns, τ spon , ES = 500 ps and τ spon ,GS = 2 ns; the transition
0
0
0
0
times are τ ES
− GS = 8 ps, τ GS − ES = 18 ps, τ WL − ES = 2 ps, τ ES −WL = 10 ps. The full width at half
maximum of the inhomogeneous broadening is 50 meV and the corresponding width of the
homogeneous broadening is 16.5 meV. The linewidth enhancement factor for the gain and
absorber are αg = 2 and αq = 2. The degeneracy of the states are DES = 4 and DGS = 2. The
interband transition matrix element is 2.7 × 10−49 eV Kg. Finally the quantum dots volume
density is N Dvol = 3.7 × 1022 m−3.
Since the main purpose of the numerical evaluation is not to obtain a complete mapping of
the specific laser configuration but to focus on the dual-wavelength mode-locked operation,
some of the parameters are fitted to match the simultaneous GS-ES operation regime.
At the region near the threshold of the GS (IG = 1.1Ith – 2.0Ith) stable mode-locked
operation is observed, strongly dependent on the absorber voltage value. At low values of
reverse bias voltages in the absorber section (i.e. V < 6 V) continuous wave (CW) operation,
including regions with intensity fluctuations, at the GS is observed (slow absorber). However,
at higher bias values (i.e. V > 6 V) stable GS mode-locking (GS-ML) is revealed due to the
fast absorption recovery time, assisted by the sweep-out effect. A typical GS-ML time trace
calculated at I = 1.2Ith and V = 10 V with a pulse width close to 3 ps is depicted in Fig. 4. A
slight asymmetry in the pulse is attributed to the fast absorption saturation responsible for
pulse leading edge shaping. Additionally, the calculated optical spectrum has a free spectral
range (FSR) corresponding to a repetition rate frequency in the order of 20 GHz. Furthermore,
for current values higher that 2.0Ith and up to 2.7Ith, GS-CW wave or GS-ML is observed for
different values of the absorber voltage.

Fig. 4. (a) Time trace for pulse generated from GS mode-locking and (b) the corresponding
optical spectrum.

According to our calculations, at low gain currents ES is almost unpopulated. However, at
current values of IG = 2.7Ith - 2.8Ith GS emission saturates, ES carrier population increases and
gradually ES lasing is observed. The onset of ES emission is accompanied with a stable ESML for reverse bias voltages larger than 6 V due to the respective decrease of the absorber
recovery time, as it has already been mentioned above. In the range of gain current between
2.8Ith and 3.4Ith, ES ML coexists with unstable GS-CW operation.
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Fig. 5. (a) Time traces for pulses generated from simultaneous GS-ES mode-locking and (b) the
corresponding simulated RF spectrum.

In agreement with the experiments, a region with stable dual-wavelength mode-locking
occurs at a relatively narrow current range (IG = 3.4Ith - 3.7Ith) and for bias voltages higher
than 7 V. The calculated pulse time traces of this regime are shown in Fig. 5. The GS and ES
pulses are shifted to each other in accordance with out-of-phase dynamics between the two
states. This effect can be attributed to the asymmetric power exchange during capture/escape
carrier transitions which result to nonlinear amplitude-phase coupling [15]. The generated
pulses from the stable dual-wavelength mode-locked operation are broadened [Fig. 5(a)] for
both GS (∆τ = 6.5 ps) and ES pulse (∆τ = 9 ps) compared to the GS-ML, due to the high gain
current value needed for the appearance of lasing from the ES. The relatively narrow regime
of dual-wavelength mode-locked operation can be attributed to the dynamics between the two
competitive states due to the carrier intraband capture/escape process between them, giving
rise to instabilities. At gain currents beyond 3.8Ith, ES-ML is observed while at even higher
current values (i.e. I > 4.2Ith) ES-CW is observed. In both cases emission from GS is
suppressed.
The theoretical computations are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental
results. The main trends of the experimental mapping are clearly reproduced by the model.
Some differences exist in transitions between distinct operating regions where generally
unstable operation occurs. In these regions, the model shows quasi-CW operation with fast
fluctuations of the output power, condition that cannot be experimentally observed.
5. Conclusion

In this paper we report the first experimental and theoretical investigation of a dualwavelength passive mode-locking regime where pulses are generated from both ES (λ =
1180nm) and GS (λ = 1263nm), in a two-section GaAs-based QD laser. The spectral
separation (83nm) is the widest ever observed in a dual-wavelength mode-locked nonvibronic laser. Additionally, numerical simulations are presented by means of a theoretical
model based on the delay differential equation approximation, which reproduce the dualwavelength mode-locking regime. The exploitation of this mode-locked regime could enable a
range of applications extending from time-domain spectroscopy, through to optical
interconnects, wavelength-division multiplexing and ultrafast optical processing.
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